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会議が変わる6つの帽子 2003-01-30 六つの帽子 は まさにオーケストラの指揮者のように 考えるべき道筋をうまく導いてくれる そして 個々人の望んでい
ることを上手に引き出してくれるのだ
魅せる会話 2005-10 刺激的で心が躍る楽しい会話は ビューティフル マインド の発露です この 美しい心 は 本書の思考技術をマスターすることで養われま
す 相手に魅力的と思われる人になるためには 高いiqや学歴など必要ありませんし 人格者である必要もありません ただ 想像力と創造力を広げればいいのです 本書で
は 会話 において どうすればそれができるのか その秘密とテクニックをじっくりお教えします
Think! 2009-07-28 the world is full of problems and conflicts so why can we not
solve them according to edward de bono world thinking cannot solve world
problems because world thinking is itself the problem and this is getting worse
we are so accustomed to readily available information online that we search
immediately for the answers rather than thinking about them our minds function
like trying to drive a car using only one wheel there s nothing wrong with that
one wheel conventional thinking but we could all get a lot further if we used
all four de bono examines why we think the way we do from a historical
perspective and uses some of his famous thinking techniques such as lateral
thinking combined with new ideas to show us how to change the way we think if
we strengthen our ability and raise our thinking level other areas of our life
both personal and business success will improve de bono is the master of the
original big concept book and his enticement to us to use our minds as
constructively as possible should appeal to a whole new generation of fans
Breaking Out of the Box 2001 the classic work about making the complicated
simple from world renowned writer and philosopher edward de bono from confusing
manuals to uninterpretable jargon and bureaucratic red tape modern life can be
highly complicated and frustrating for many of us it is almost impossible to
make sense of in simplicity lateral thinking guru edward de bono shows us how
to bring clarity into our increasingly complicated lives through his ten rules
of simplicity he encourages us to be creative and break down the complex into
manageable and recognisable parts by making the complicated simple you will
free up time reduce stress and make better decisions
Simplicity 2017-09-07 why do some people always seem to have new ideas while
others of equal intelligence never do lateral thinking is edward de bono s
original portrayal of what lateral thinking is how it works and how to use it
to develop your own potential for thinking and problem solving first published
in 1967 as the use of lateral thinking this classic international bestseller
remains as relevant to learning problem solving and creative thinking today as
when it was first published de bono argues that conventional vertical thinking
often inhibits our ability to solve problems and come up with new ideas he then
shows that lateral thinking is a far easier and more natural way to generate
simple sound and effective ideas and offers guidance on how to develop your own
ability to think laterally lateral thinking is a technique that anyone can
learn and benefit from
Lateral Thinking 2014-08-07 the classic work about changing yourself and how
others see you from the world renowned writer and philosopher edward de bono
people spend vast amounts of money time and energy to achieve and maintain
beauty and yet despite its undisputed importance few of us devote similar
efforts to be interesting it is often thought that intelligence beauty and
confidence make you more interesting this is not true being interesting is
actually a state of mind in how to be more interesting lateral thinking guru
edward de bono reveals how playing with ideas making connections speculating
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and using the imagination are at the heart of being an interesting person with
seventy exercises that will help you bring humour insight and surprise to
everyday situations this book will ensure that people not only find you
fascinating company but also won t be able to forget you
How to be More Interesting 2017-09-07 the classic work about improving
creativity from world renowned writer and philosopher edward de bono in schools
we are taught to meet problems head on what edward de bono calls vertical
thinking this works well in simple situations but we are at a loss when this
approach fails what then lateral thinking is all about freeing up your
imagination through a series of special techniques in groups or working alone
edward de bono shows how to stimulate the mind in new and exciting ways soon
you will be looking at problems from a variety of angles and offering up
solutions that are as ingenious as they are effective you will become much more
productive and a formidable thinker in your own right if more bankers and
traders had read lateral thinking and applied the ideas of edward de bono to
their own narrow definitions of risk reward and human expectations i suspect we
would be in much better shape than we are sir richard branson edward de bono
invented the concept of lateral thinking a world renowned writer and
philosopher he is the leading authority in the field of creative thinking and
the direct teaching of thinking as a skill dr de bono has written more than 60
books in 40 languages with people now teaching his methods worldwide he has
chaired a special summit of nobel prize laureates and been hailed as one of the
250 people who have contributed most to mankind dr de bono s titles include
classic bestsellers such as six thinking hats lateral thinking i am right you
are wrong teach yourself how to think teach your child how to think and
simplicity all now re issued by penguin edwdebono com
Lateral Thinking 2009-11-12 edward de bono invented the concept of lateral
thinking a world renowned writer and philosopher he is the leading authority in
the field of creative thinking and the direct teaching of thinking as a skill
dr de bono has written more than 60 books in 40 languages with people now
teaching his methods worldwide he has chaired a special summit of nobel prize
laureates and been hailed as one of the 250 people who have contributed most to
mankind
Teach Your Child How To Think 2017-09-07 the classic work about decision making
from the world renowned writer and philosopher edward de bono meetings are a
crucial part of all our lives but too often they go nowhere and waste valuable
time in six thinking hats edward de bono shows how meetings can be transformed
to produce quick decisive results every time the six hats method is a
devastatingly simple technique based on the brain s different modes of thinking
the intelligence experience and information of everyone is harnessed to reach
the right conclusions quickly these principles fundamentally change the way you
work and interact they have been adopted by businesses and governments around
the world to end conflict and confusion in favour of harmony and productivity
Six Thinking Hats 2017-09-07 teach yourself to think is the classic work of
intelligent self empowerment from world renowned writer and philosopher edward
de bono our happiness and success depend on clear thinking but too many of us
are compromised by confusion trying to do too much at once and not knowing what
to do next in teach yourself to think edward de bono shows that good thinking
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depends on a simple five stage process that anyone can learn if they try it
will enable you to assess your goals sort available information identify the
available choices make a decision and finally turn thought into action this
book offers brilliant advice for anyone who needs to be able to respond to and
deal with a vast range of situations at work and in life quickly efficiently
and intelligently an inspiring man with brilliant ideas de bono never ceases to
amaze with his clarity of thought richard branson edward de bono invented the
concept of lateral thinking a world renowned writer and philosopher he is the
leading authority in the field of creative thinking and the direct teaching of
thinking as a skill dr de bono has written more than 60 books in 40 languages
with people now teaching his methods worldwide he has chaired a special summit
of nobel prize laureates and been hailed as one of the 250 people who have
contributed most to mankind dr de bono s titles include classic bestsellers
such as six thinking hats lateral thinking i am right you are wrong teach
yourself how to think teach your child how to think and simplicity edwdebono
com
Teach Yourself To Think 2017-09-07 anyone can join the positive revolution all
you need is creativity historically revolutions have been negative defining
overthrowing or destroying an enemy fuelled by a sense of mission and direction
after victory however this energy often races on causing factionalism and
strife among the victors the positive revolution also has energy and direction
but its opponents are entrenched patterns in thought progress maintains edward
de bono whether on a personal or global scale depends on thinking and behaviour
that are positive and constructive the world today is undergoing dramatic often
violent changes and human behaviour is frequently shaped by guilt and
negativity to lift this dark cloud and create positive revolution we need to
rely more on humour a key element in changing perception in this inspiring book
edward de bono demonstrates clearly and simply how we can learn to think and
interact constructively efficiently and with respect for core human values
Handbook for a Positive Revolution 2018-08-02 edward de bono believes in
freedom but he poses the question if you cannot see clearly are you making a
free choice that question is at the heart of his new book de bono has devoted
his life and career to getting his readers business leaders educators and
politicians among others to understand that clarity of thinking is essential to
a free society it is not enough to simply be free from coercion de bono argues
that there is no true freedom without the ability to see correctly the options
we have and to see these options requires thinking thinking of a kind that de
bono says is not the norm and which urgently needs to be emphasized and taught
the best short introduction to his work free or unfree uses anecdote to convey
his ideas and provides numerous examples that illustrate his thesis to be free
means to understand the choices we make and this understanding can only come
through improving the way we think
Free or Unfree? 2007-08-01 everybody wants to be creative creativity makes life
more fun more interesting and more full of achievement but too many people
believe that creativity is something you are born with and cannot be learned in
how to have creative ideas edward de bono the leading authority on creative
thinking outlines 62 different games and exercises built around random words
chosen from a list to help encourage creativity and lateral thinking for
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example if the task were to provide an idea for a new restaurant and the random
word chosen was cloak ideas generated might be a highwayman theme a venetian
theme with gondolas masked waiters and waitresses or if asked to make a
connection between the two random words desk and shorts readers may come up
with both are functional desks have knee holes and shorts expose the knees
traditionally they were both male associated items all the exercises are simple
practical and fun and can be done by anyone
How to Have Creative Ideas 2012-05-31 first published in 1967 this remarkable
title from one of history s greatest minds remains a must read in the world of
creative thinking based on the tenet that an error can lead to the right
decision de bono guides the reader through a series of non mathematical
problems and puzzles all designed to help us analyse our personal style of
thinking work out its strengths and weaknesses and to consider the potential
methods that we never use there are three courses each five days long and each
created to focus on a different style of thinking featuring the bottles problem
the blocks problem the l game the end game a true life changer this book will
have you thinking in ways that you never thought were possible
Breaking Out of the Box 2001 ロジカルシンキングの限界を軽々と乗り越える 不可能を可能にする発明家の視点 絶体絶命と思われる状況で
さえ 極めて自分に好都合な状況へと転換することができる
Five-Day Course in Thinking 2016-08-25 i am right you are wrong is the classic
work about choice in business and in life from world renowned writer and
philosopher edward de bono most of our everyday decision making tends to be
confrontational whether in large meetings one to one or even in our own heads
opposite view points are pitted against each other ultimately there must be a
winner and a loser in i am right you are wrong lateral thinking guru edward de
bono challenges this rock logic of rigid categories and point scoring arguments
which is both destructive and exhausting instead he reveals how we can all be
winners clearer perception is the key to constructive thinking and more open
minded creativity in overturning conventional wisdom edward de bono will help
you to become a better thinker and decision maker an inspiring man with
brilliant ideas de bono never ceases to amaze with his clarity of thought sir
richard branson
水平思考の世界 2015-11-08 don t chase the market leader be the market leader edward de
bono the bestselling author of serious creativity and inventor of lateral
thinking teaches you how to move beyond the baseline of competition and find
success with sur petition it s simple if you want to survive in the global
marketplace a competitive streak is essential but what if you want to do more
than just survive in sur petition de bono explains how choosing to run in your
own race instead of alongside others will give you the edge over other
businesses and creating value monopolies will allow your business to not only
survive but become successful broken down into 3 sections sur petition will
explain 1 why most fundamental habits of management thinking maybe inadequate
and even dangerous for your business 2 the difference between traditional
competition and sur petition 3 the meaning of valufacture and how to create
value for your business drawing from his immense experience consulting the top
corporations in the world de bono shows you how to go beyond competition and
create a new winning game
I Am Right, You Are Wrong 2017-09-07 western thinking is failing because it was
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not designed to deal with change in this provocative masterpiece of creative
thinking edward de bono argues for a game changing new way to think for
thousands of years we have followed the thinking system designed by the greek
philosophers socrates plato and aristotle based on analysis and argument but if
we are to flourish in today s rapidly changing world we need to free our minds
of these boxes and embrace a more flexible and nimble model parallel thinking
is an invaluable insight into the word of creativity de bono unveils unique
methods of brainstorming and explains preconceived ideas of what creativity
involves and is this book is not about philosophy it is about the practical and
parallel thinking required to get things done in an ever changing world
Sur/petition 2019-08-01 in this provocative book edward de bono demonstrates
how the techniques of thinking can be enhanced and improved through attention
practice and the use of simple tools such as lateral thinking caf consider all
factors and ago aims goals and objectives
Parallel Thinking 2016-07-07 the classic work about decision making from the
world renowned writer and philosopher edward de bono meetings are a crucial
part of all our lives but too often they go nowhere and waste valuable time in
six thinking hats edward de bono shows how meetings can be transformed to
produce quick decisive results every time the six hats method is a
devastatingly simple technique based on the brain s different modes of thinking
the intelligence experience and information of everyone is harnessed to reach
the right conclusions quickly these principles fundamentally change the way you
work and interact they have been adopted by businesses and governments around
the world to end conflict and confusion in favour of harmony and productivity
De Bono's Thinking Course 2004 traditional thinking habits of businesses need
to be greatly improved analysis and judgement are no longer enough to make
important corporate decisions you can analyse the past but you have to design
the future corporate decisions depend on values disputes and conflicts often
arise because of a clash of those values each party in the dispute wants to
pursue its own values often at the expense of the other party it is therefore
essential that companies managers and employees have a full understanding of
the values of everyone involved to design a way forward that benefits all
parties from the bestselling author of how to have a beautiful mind and six
thinking hats this groundbreaking business book provides a basis for value
assessment an essential tool in decision making for 21st century corporations
de bono demonstrates that values come into all areas of thinking behaviour and
decision making and outlines a framework to focus employees attention on a
variety of values including human values organisational values cultural values
and perceptual values by introducing a scoring system to rate different values
as strong sound weak or remote de bono helps readers to prioritise and make
executive decisions that count
Six Thinking Hats 2016-01-28 the last 1 000 years have not been a great success
we have he says been far too wrapped up in thinking what is instead of what can
be
The Six Value Medals 2011-09-30 edward de bono believes in freedom but he poses
the question if you cannot see clearly are you making a free choice that
question is at the heart of his new book de bono has devoted his life and
career to getting his readers business leaders educators and politicians among
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others to understand that clarity of thinking is essential to a free society it
is not enough to simply be free from coercion de bono argues that there is no
true freedom without the ability to see correctly the options we have and to
see these options requires thinking thinking of a kind that de bono says is not
the norm and which urgently needs to be emphasized and taught the best short
introduction to his work the free mind uses anecdote to convey his ideas and
provides numerous examples that illustrate his thesis to be free means to
understand the choices we make and this understanding can only come through
improving the way we think
New Thinking for the New Millennium 1999 first published in 1981 this was the
first book ever to be written explicitly for the right side of the reader s
brain much has been made of the research conducted into the left side of the
brain home to language and logic the right side works in images whole patterns
and undefined feelings none of which can be verbalized this more elusive
thinking often functions as what is loosely called intuition in atlas de bono
shows us how to use the right side it is an atlas because it is a visual
reference of images and illustrations that point the reader in the right
direction literally for anyone who has ever been told to trust their instinct
or who is concerned with management and decision making this book is a de bono
classic
The Free Mind 2008-01-01 a presentation of thinking tools guidelines and
principles rather than a discussion of wisdom
Atlas of Management Thinking 2017-03-02 attention is a key part of thinking
clearly and productively and yet we pay very little attention to attention
itself if you see someone lying injured in the middle of the road for example
your attention would go to that person but if a bright pink dog wandered past
at the same time your attention would automatically stray to the dog that is
precisely the weakness of attention it is pulled to the unusual how much
attention do we pay to the usual so what can we do about it instead of waiting
for attention to be pulled towards something unusual we can set out frameworks
for directing our attention in a conscious manner just as we can decide to look
north west or even south east so we can set up a framework for directing our
attention and that s where edward de bono s six frames come in each frame is a
direction or method in with which to look based on a different shape triangle
circle heart square diamond slab today we are literally surrounded by
information and it has never been so easy to obtain yet information itself is
not enough it s how we look at it that really counts using the six frames
technique is the key to extracting real value from the masses of facts and
figures out there and like all de bono s techniques it is simple effective and
will utterly change the way you interpret information
Edward de Bono's Textbook of Wisdom 1997 世界的な発明 水平思考とは 誰もが使えるシンプル メソッド
Six Frames 2008-09-04 creative genius and bestselling author edward de bono
adds to his landmark concept of lateral thinking nearly 20 years of extensive
experience and research on ways to enhance creativity ideas that will take the
creative and business world by storm
6つの帽子思考法 2016-01-04 edward de bono and the mechanism of mind great minds series
vol 5 is a study that features one of the greatest think tanks of our time born
in 1933 in malta he has been a training expert corporate consultant writer and
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philosopher of world renown for decades he has been a corporate consultant for
dupont exxon shell ford ibm british airways ciba geigy citibank to name a few
unlike many other corporate training experts dr de bono went way beyond the job
of a corporate trainer and is to be considered a true business philosopher and
conceptualist his research on perception and the memory matrix of the human
brain has had a decisive impact upon accelerated learning dr de bono is the
creator of many creativity boosting games and training programs among them the
concept of lateral thinking and the 6 thinking hats brainstorming technique in
various countries governments use his techniques in primary schools and high
schools for boosting the creativity and learning skills of their students he
has written numerous books with translations into 34 languages all the major
languages plus hebrew arabic bahasa urdu slovene turkish etc and has been
invited to lecture in 52 countries around the world in 1995 the malta
government awarded edward de bono the order of merit this is the highest award
available and is limited to only twenty living persons for many thousands
indeed millions of people worldwide edward de bono s name has become a symbol
of creativity and new thinking
Serious Creativity 1992 people spend a fortune on their bodies their faces
their hair their clothes cosmetics plastic surgery diets gym membership
everyone s trying to be more attractive but there s an easier way to become a
beautiful person it doesn t have to be physical no matter how you look if you
have a mind that s fascinating creative exciting if you re a good thinker you
can be beautiful and being attractive doesn t necessarily come from being
intelligent or highly educated it isn t about having a great personality it s
about using your imagination and expanding your creativity and it s when
talking with people that we make the greatest impact a person may be physically
beautiful but when speaking to others a dull or ugly or uncreative mind will
definitely turn them off in clear practical language de bono shows how by
applying lateral and parallel thinking skills to your conversation you can
improve your mind by learning how to listen make a point and manoeuvre a
discussion you can become creative and more appealing more beautiful
New Think 1971 the inventor of lateral thinking and bestselling author of
serious creativity shows the need to move beyond old competitive strategies
into the new emerging game of sur petition drawing on his huge experience with
companies around the world edward de bono sets out to show that the rules of
business have now changed businessmen and companies must now go beyond
competition to sur petition if they are to stay ahead of the game since its
first publication this book has become required reading for many in business
competition with its focus on what others are doing is only the baseline for
survival sur petition focuses on value creation valufacture going beyond
traditional strategic competition to exploit the vast potential of integrated
values that surround the purchase and use of products and services in the
complex world of today making the best mousetrap or motor car is no longer
enough
Edward de Bono and the Mechanism of Mind 2015-07-09 the must read summary of
edward de bono s book serious creativity using the power of lateral thinking to
create new ideas this complete summary of the ideas from edward de bono s book
serious creativity shows that creative thinking is vital for business success
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and that creativity is something you can learn in his book the author presents
a rational and logical approach to creative thinking and introduces 12 tools
and techniques that you can use by learning and applying the principles you
will be able to develop the lateral thinking skills needed for innovative
reasoning and ensure success added value of this summary save time understand
the key principles expand your business knowledge to learn more read serious
creativity using the power of lateral thinking to create new ideas to find out
how you can develop your creativity and take your business to the next level
Edward de Bono's Mind Pack 19?? the mechanism of mind presents edward de bono s
original theories on how the brain functions processes information and
organises it it explains why the brain the mechanism can only work in certain
ways and introduces the four basic types of thinking that have gone on to
inform his life s work namely natural thinking logical thinking mathematical
thinking and lateral thinking de bono also outlines his argument for
introducing the word po as an alternative to the word no when putting lateral
thinking into practice drawing on colourful visual imagery to help explain his
theories and thought processes from light bulbs and sugar cubes to photography
and water erosion the mechanism of mind remains as fascinating and as
insightful as it was when it was first published in 1969 this is a must read
for anyone who wants to gain a greater understanding of how the mind works and
organises information and how edward de bono came to develop his creative
thinking tools
How To Have A Beautiful Mind 2010-01-26 fully illustrated and containing dozens
of thought provoking and enjoyable games supermind pack is a step by step
course in thinking for doing the books covers topics such as creative thinking
risk taking flexibility and behavior supermind pack is ideal for businessmen
and women as an aid to producing effective business strategy follow up to dk s
successful mind pack included are 96 page color book laminated value cards
number cards playing pieces score cards dice
Sur/petition 2002-11 by themselves each of these three components intelligence
information thinking is not enough but together they can be used to great
effect in the world around us dr de bono shows us the importance of combining
all three in order to fulfull our potential and develop some truly creative
ideas filled with the essentials of edward de bono s teachings in creative
thinking these short pocket books are ideal for reading anywhere at anytime
Summary: Serious Creativity 2014-10-14
The Mechanism of Mind 2015-07-02
Edward de Bono's Thinking for Action 1998
De Bono's Thinking Course 1982
Intelligence Information Thinking 2007
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